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Organization Overview
Summer marks a season with huge risks of regression for girls in low income communities. A lack of
high quality, affordable programs leaves our girls academically months behind where they left us in
June1 and less likely to graduate college2. In fact, ⅔ of the achievement gap that costs our economy
between $3-500B annually can be attributed to this lack of opportunities3 as parents consistently
cite the summer as being a difficult time to find productive, affordable opportunities for their kids.
While top students are afforded one-off opportunities at elite summer programs and the lowest
performers attend mandated summer remediation, girls in the middle are left with few, high-quality
options.
Moxie Leadership is a selective, summer and school year program for girls in low-income
communities. Through an intensive four-year model, we expose girls to rigorous STEM content,
hone their leadership skills and nurture their emotional intelligence. In the process, we will
transform summer from a barrier to an opportunity to equip girls with the tools necessary for longterm success. We have run several successful mini-sessions, and are piloting full-scale with 50 girls
this summer in partnership with 6 schools in New Orleans.

Market Opportunity
As teachers, our founders noticed that summer was more of a barrier than a time of exploration for
their students. Unfortunately, their kids were not unique in this regard. More than 3.4 million4 girls
in low-income communities are underserved in the summertime. While this is a national
phenomenon, Moxie Leadership is initially focused on New Orleans where explosive student
achievement trends promise a growing market5 while high-crime and mental health issues demand
stronger interventions. Moreover, our founders have deep educational ties to New Orleans- ties
which have already yielded 6 school partnerships and use of a school’s premises to pilot our
program this summer. This pilot will enable us to begin providing opportunities for the nearly 5,000
girls in New Orleans alone.
Within the 3.4 million girl market, we specifically target the “60% of girls in between”
who have the least access to summer programming. The top 10% of students have
access to one-off prestigious opportunities. On the other hand, the bottom 30%,
who fail state assessments, attend school-mandated remedial summer

1

von Hippel et al. (2007)
Alexander et al. (2007)
3
National Summer Learning Association
4
Using NAEP and NSLP as a proxy for determining the number of low-income girls scoring above proficient
5
49% of 4th Graders passing in 2007 vs. 70% in 2011 (Cowen Institute)

10%
60%
30%

2
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programming. We target the 60% in between those groups with fewer available options.

Our Program
Moxie Leadership operates an annual 6 week summer program and monthly Saturday sessions
during the school year for 5th to 8th grade girls in low-income communities. The hallmarks of our
program are repeated exposure and project-based learning, as successful emotional intelligence
programming takes time6 and promising students from low-income communities respond better to
learning through real-world examples7.
Our content takes two forms: rigorous math and science (STEM) labs and social action projects.
Together in teams, girls work on social action projects to spark a life-long interest in community
work. We use those team experiences 1) to reinforce the team and leadership skills we teach
through mastery experiences of being on a successful team and 2) to debrief the emotional
intelligence progress of team interactions. Our curriculum is designed, in the short term, to ensure
girls are more academically prepared for college and leave our program with strong
communication, negotiation and leadership skills. Long-term, this means girls with increased
earning potential who are invested in improving their communities. The map below shows the skills
we build through our various program components:

Why?
With the initial idea for a summer program, the Moxie Leadership team set out to interview 40+
parents and community members, conduct 2 focus groups of middle school girls and run a series of
6
7

http://www.edutopia.org/social-emotional-intelligence-learning-education
49% of 4th Graders passing in 2007 vs. 70% in 2011 (Cowen Institute)
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mini-sessions. Those conversations, perspectives and experiences yielded our current program
model as we listened to themes of girl-specific programming, preparation for long-term success and
year-round, intensive programming.
Our emphasis on emotional intelligence and developing social capital is rooted in research.
According to the Carnegie Institute, 85% of your financial success comes from your ability to
manage your emotions, communicate, negotiate and lead. These skills serve as the foundation for
our emotional intelligence curriculum. At the same time, the social and human capital gleaned from
a long-term, cohort-based approach will help position our girls for professional and social success.8

Our Model
Moxie Leadership partners with elementary schools to launch a site and identify prospective girls.
We then communicate with schools to identify interested and qualified rising 5th grade girls. For
most girls, this is the first application they’ve ever completed, so we work with counselors, parents
and girls to answer questions aimed at developing a full picture of each girl:






Academic Achievement
State Test Proficiency
Leadership (Class, After-School, Community)
Recommenders (Teacher, Mentor)
Artistic Submission (Poem, Story, Drawing, etc.)

From there, we select a cohort of 25 girls to loop with us each summer until the 8th grade. A fullygrown program site serves one hundred 5th to 8th grade girls led by a Site Director (an experienced
teacher seeking admin experience), 4 Teaching Fellows (college students with nonprofit/education
leadership aspirations) and 2 High School Interns (Moxie Leadership alumni).

Key Activities
Partner with Schools: We develop mutually beneficial relationships with schools whereby we
provide their students with rigorous content during a potentially unproductive summer while also
providing parents with a positive, ongoing, school-related experience. School in turn, assist us with
marketing the program, recruiting girls and in some cases, sharing space.
Recruit Teachers and College Interns: To hire experienced teachers, we leverage partner schools,
education networks and word-of-mouth to find teachers with at least 2 years of experience. At the

8

Economic Mobility Project. See Appendix A.
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intern level, we leverage college networks (student groups, professors, departments) to market our
internship opportunities.
Train our Teachers and College Interns: In the months leading up to our program, teachers and
interns participate in 30+ hours of virtual training and 20+ hours of session pre and post work.
Develop Curriculum: Experienced teachers and PhD students are currently working to develop our
curriculum. In the long-term we have budgeted to hire a full-time curriculum expert to refine it.
Partner with Community Members: We recognize and value the role of mentors and community
members who we invite to contribute to our program as guest speakers, real-world experts on our
projects, fitness class leaders and recipients of awards at our annual community banquet.
In addition to these key activities, we rely on suppliers to execute other aspects of our program:
 Liberty’s Kitchen (Lunch Service Provider)
 Hammond Transportation (Bus Service Provider)

Our Value Proposition
The Moxie Leadership Academy differentiates itself in 4 major ways:





Long-term engagement through 4 years of continuous programming
Targeted focus on the 60% of girls “in between” with fewer opportunities
Focus on developing emotional intelligence
Sustainable financial model, decreasingly dependent on donations/grants

Our unique approach enables us to provide girls who otherwise would not have access with
unparalleled exposure to well-developed social networks, emotional intelligence support, and
academic enrichment.

Competitive Landscape
In New Orleans specifically, summer options for students in low-income communities have not
caught up with our education reform movement. Currently, the only selective program for at-risk
students is Breakthrough Collaborative. Nationally, while more options are available, these
programs are not girl specific and do not by-and-large have aspirations to scale nationally (ex. High
Jump, Prep for Prep). Our girl-centered approach allows us to create a safe environment for middle
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school girls to challenge themselves9. In terms of the competitive landscape, our program fills a gap
here:
Program
Category

Cost

Topic

Curriculum

Target Market

Examples

Summer
School

Free

Remedial
academics

Varies

Underperforming
students

Varies by district,
charter school

Selective: AtRisk Specific

Free/Low

Academic

Strong
curriculum

High achievers, not
gender specific

High Jump,
Breakthrough, Prep
for Prep

Selective:
Not-At-Risk
Specific

High
(scholarships)

Academic

Strong
curriculum

High income, high
achievers

MIT Summer
Program

Community
Programs

Low Cost or
Free

Varies

Lacking a
standardized
curriculum

Low income families

Church Camp, Boys
and Girls Club,
Shorter one-week
programs

Traditional
Camp

High for our
kids

Varies

Lacks curriculum Middle income
families

Sports Camp

The Moxie Leadership Academy fits into the “Selective, At-Risk” program category and
differentiates itself with a targeted approach towards specifically enabling girls with not only
academic enrichment as well as emotional intelligence development.
Lastly, research points to the importance of emotional
intelligence for long-term success and the need for
intensive, consistent programming for stronger impact
[see appendix]. As shown at left, Moxie’s approach
prioritizes emotional intelligence in our curriculum and
has designed a four-year, summer and school year
support system for a more effective intervention.

9

See further rationale for our girl-specific approach in Appendix L.
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Social Value Proposition
Our social value proposition is three-fold: in the short-term, we will increase the immediate
academic outcomes of disadvantaged girls and in the long-term, we will increase their earning
potential and create a generation of women catalyzing change in their communities. By nurturing
our girls’ interest in service projects, we will cultivate a life-long passion for creating positive change
in our communities. At the same time, the projects our girls execute will have their own set of
beneficiaries. For example, our girls will refine their leadership skills by working in teams to build a
community garden. At the same time as our program positively impacts our girls, the garden goes
on to provide social value to the community. So our program won’t just touch our participants- it
will mobilize them to touch others.

2.

!
!
!

!
!
!
!!

!
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mastery experience

of executing projects for social change is the core of
our six-week long summer program.
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long-term earning
potential!!
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College students are
inspired to improve
urban education!!

!

Financial Sustainability
Our financial model is more sustainable than those of other programs doing great work. Our
financial strategy involves diversifying our participant mix with 10% students on full scholarships,
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70% of students contributing just $25 per week ($125 total), and 20% of our students coming from
higher income backgrounds who pay $150 per week ($900 total)10. As a result, we are able to use
fees from higher income participants to subsidize those of our disadvantaged students, ultimately
becoming less dependent on fundraising and grants with scale.
Year

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2024

Number of Sites

1

2

3

4

6

20

Total Participants

50

125

225

375

450

2000

4500

22500

40500

67500

81000

360000

Program Fees

0

38250

68850

114750

137700

612000

Grants

0

5000

20000

120000

100000

50000

Revenue
SFSP Grant (Lunch)

Individual Donors

11690

5000

10000

70000

30000

35000

Supported Salaries

6500

3750

6750

11250

13500

60000

In-Kind Donations

8450

10550

15550

20550

30550

100550

31140

85050

161650

404050

392750

1217550

8000

18500

30000

227026

242526

520096

14340

54560

81840

109120

72747

533350

350

700

1050

11400

12100

27000

0

0

31840

31840

31840

31840

8450

10550

15550

20550

30550

100550

31140

84310

160280

399936

389763

1212836

0

740

1370

4114

2987

4714

38%

12%

19%

47%

33%

7%

Total
Expenses
Salary
Programming
Marketing/Development
Headquarters
In-Kind Services
Total
Surplus
% Revenue Coming
from Donors/Grants
$ Fundraised Per Girl

$234

$80

$133

$507

$289

$43

Financial model assumptions listed in detail in the Appendix (F-K).

Progress to Date
In terms of our progress-to-date, we have (1) tested and validated our market and (2) secured
staffing and 50+ customers for our full-scale pilot.
As previously mentioned, we engaged with a range of stakeholders to better understand the
problem and the market needs speaking to over 40 parents of our target girls to understand their
unmet needs. As we familiarized ourselves with the context, we then shifted into more targeted
10

See Appendix J for comparable program prices.
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market research efforts by conducting focus groups with small groups of our target girls. These
discussions helped us refine our marketing efforts and program development.
With market confirmation, we began preparing for our upcoming full-scale pilot in June. We
procured partnerships with 6 schools across 2 charter networks (Sylvanie Williams Elementary,
Lawrence Crocker Elementary, Arthur Ashe Charter School, Dibert Community School, S.J. Green
Charter School, and Langston Hughes Academy). All partner schools work to promote Moxie
Leadership to students and parents (calling parents, including us in their newsletter, working with
girls to complete applications). This strategy put us 116% to goal for applications submitted- forcing
us to turn girls away and yielding 50 program participants.
This year, we will be hosted at Crocker Elementary School and have partnered with co-located
summer programs to qualify for the Summer Food Service Program grant (providing free lunches
for all of our participants). Even more exciting is that our lunches will be provided by Liberty’s
Kitchen- a healthy lunch program to ensure our girls develop great eating habits.
Following is a list of other milestones our team has achieved:








$26,469 Raised- founder’s investment, crowdsourcing and in-kind donations
85% to goal for funding our pilot launch
Teach For America Social Innovation Award Semi-Finalist
Teacher, College Intern and High School Assistant hired
Partnered with NYU Law for legal consulting
Attended roundtable with Sheryl Sandberg to discuss “Ban Bossy” campaign
Established Louisiana corporation, 501C3 application submitted

Management Team
Our team represents a highly qualified, intentionally assembled group with diverse backgrounds
and passion for high potential, at-risk girls.
Vanessa Douyon, Founder and CEO: The former TFA New Teacher Coach and Recruiter has the
skillset to oversee our recruitment strategy and teacher development along with the relationships
to build community partnerships.
Christina Douyon, Co-Founder and Director of Curriculum: As a former TFA and Breakthrough
Teacher with a MA in Psychology from Columbia earning her PhD at Boston College, Christina has
both the academic background and real-world context to write our curriculum.

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan
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Bhargavi Srivathsan, Director of Development: A former Program Manager at Intel Corporation
and aspiring consultant, Bhargavi has fundraised > $90K for other non-profit organizations and
already has our pilot at 85% of its fundraising goal.
Swetha Krishnakumar, Director of Data Management: A former Market Analyst with experience in
education startups in India and currently working for an investment management firm.
Tanya Fraser, Director of Marketing: A member of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
marketing team, previously of FIZZ Marketing, Tanya is responsible for our image and branding.
Aria Woodley, Director of Finance: This Bank of America-Merryl Lynch Financial Advisor has also
won and serviced > 10 school contracts giving her both the skills and the context to run our financial
projections.
Supported by this group of expert advisors:
Dr. Venus Evans: Author of “Teaching Black Girls”
Dr. Stephanie Evans: Author of several youth empowerment curricula
Malajah Lopez: 7th Grader and expert on what it is like to be a middle school girl

Measuring Our Impact
In measuring social impact, we consider various aspects of both our short- and long-term impact. In
the short-term, we want to know that girls are showing up, coming back and improving
academically. At the same time, we want to see parents willing to pay and a constant demand for
our limited number of slots. Below is an outline of what that outcome will look like in numbers.
Dimension
Program Quality
Program Composition

Questions Answered
Are girls happy with the program and coming
back?
Does our program composition align with our
long-term vision?

Academic Growth

Are girls advancing academically as a result of
our program?

Social Emotional
Growth

Are girls growing in terms of their ability to
manage their emotions and work in groups?

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan

Metrics











Retention
Parent and Participant Surveys
Composition of payment levels
% Students on free and reduced lunch
% Students first in family to attend college
Pre, Mid and Post summer tests
% Girls reporting feeling more ready
heading into the next school year
Pre, Mid and Post EQ questionnaires
Growth in journal writing
Observed improvement in social skills
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Community
Engagement




Are girls passionate about social problems
and invested in improving their communities?

Impact of social action projects
% Girls reporting increased interest in
community issues

The high-touch nature of our program will set us up for long-term communication with MoxieGirl
Alum, so we can effectively track our long-term impact.
Dimension
Academic Growth

Questions Answered
Are girls graduating at higher rates than their
peers?

Metrics






Social Emotional
Growth

Are girls growing in terms of their ability to
manage their emotions and work in groups?

Community
Engagement

Are girls passionate about social problems
and invested in improving their communities?



Long-term Financial
Prospects

Are our girls on track to taking high-paying
jobs?




Strength of high school schedule
High school graduation rates
College graduation rates
% Maintaining a consistent group of friends
Leadership positions and internship
participation
% reporting volunteer and community
engagement roles
High school part-time jobs
st
1 job salary as compared to graduating
class

Growth Strategy
Moxie’s focus is to serve girls in less saturated markets in second tier cities such as New Orleans,
Nashville, Portland, San Antonio, etc. This provides us with the opportunity to take our program to
girls who typically have less access to summer programming than major cities. After our initial pilot
in New Orleans, our goal is to expand our offering in New Orleans, launching our second site in
2015 and a third site in 2016, thus providing sufficient coverage in the New Orleans area. As we
continue to expand in the NOLA area, we also plan to launch pilots in other cities, starting with
Nashville. The following graph depicts our 5-year coverage plan:

Moxie - 5 Yr Coverage Plan
500
400
300
200
100
0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

# of Moxie girls
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5 Year Growth Projection
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Crocker (NOLA)

50 girls

75

100

100

100

KIPP (NOLA)

-

50

75

100

100

District (NOLA)

-

-

50

75

100

Total Served in NOLA

50

125

225

275

300

Nashville 1

-

-

-

50

75

Nashville 2

-

-

-

50

75

Total Girls Served

50

125

225

375

450

As Moxie continues to branch into new cities, our marketing team and curriculum designers will
conduct detailed research and analysis to ensure that city-specific cost differences and customer
preferences are taken into account while Moxie’s core values and principles stay intact.

Funding
Moxie Leadership seeks $5,000 to execute our pilot in June and is calling all educators, all girl
supporters and all advocates to rally with us.

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan
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Appendices
Appendix A: The Gender Wage Gap and How Moxie Aims to Help Address It
According to whitehouse.gov, women earn 77 cents to every dollar that men earn. In particular,
based on research from the National Women’s Law Center, African-American women make 64% of
the pay of white, non-Hispanic men, and Hispanic women make 54% of the pay of white, nonHispanic men.
There are a number of factors that can help women close this wage gap and increase their longterm earning potential to ensure opportunities for economic mobility. According to the Economic
Mobility Project, a project of The Pew Charitable Trust, the three major indicator categories of
economic mobility include: social capital, human capital, and financial capital. While many
organizations and initiatives exist to develop the services available within these categories, the
Moxie Leadership Academy aims to begin providing these services for girls at a younger age. We
aim to promote a truly systematic, preventative change rather than a reactionary effort to alter
women’s outcomes when it might be too late.

Appendix B: Customer Profile
Our target customer is an 11 year old girl, Mary, at Sylvanie Williams Elementary School. Having just
finished the 4th grade, she has now graduated elementary school and is preparing for her first year
of middle school. While Mary tries hard in school, her performance is average. Her “proficiency” on
the state exam means she will not have to go to summer school, but it also means she likely will not
be selected for any one-off, prestigious opportunities. She has not yet developed the moxie to
navigate resources that could elevate her to the next level of academic performance. We develop
girls like Mary to strengthen their emotional intelligence within the context of academic enrichment
and community engagement. We believe our girls will defy expectations for long-term success. We
view them as an engine for social change who, after years of cultivating their interest in
reinvigorating our communities, serve as catalysts for positive change.

Appendix C: Stakeholders
In addition, to better serve these girls, we also work to understand, educate, and work with our
other stakeholders. These include teachers, parents and siblings, policymakers, and business
leaders. In particular, in the lead up to each summer cohort, teachers and parents and siblings are
particularly important stakeholders to ensure that we can better serve our Moxie girls. During the
recruitment and application process, we work closely with our partner schools to reach out to their
Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan
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teachers to have them (1) Build awareness for our program among their girls and (2) recommend
girls for our program. As we accept girls into our program, we also begin cultivating close
relationships with parents by congratulating parents on their daughters’ acceptance by phone and
answering questions and clarifying information regarding the program. This is essential to ensure
program satisfaction and retention, particularly since our program requires 4 years of engagement
with each girl.

Appendix D: EQ and Academic Achievement

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan
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Appendix E: Financial Statement Assumptions- Salaries
FT Staff

Seasonal Staff

Position

Salary w/ Benefits

Source

Executive Director*

$92,202

Salary.Com + Benefit Calc. Below

Development Officer *

$70,032

Salary.Com + Benefit Calc. Below

Curriculum and Program Specialist*

$70,032

Salary.Com + Benefit Calc. Below

Alumni Coordinator*

$50,032

Salary.Com + Benefit Calc. Below

Data Specialist*

$50,032

Salary.Com + Benefit Calc. Below

Site Director

5,500

College Intern

$1,500

Teach For America Institute- COMP
Breakthrough- COMP

Year Round Staff Detailed Expenses
Executive Director Base Salary

$80,000

Social Security Tax (6.2% Salary)
Unemployment Insurance (.6% Salary for the
first 7k)

$4,960

Healthcare Insurance

$7,200

$42

Total Executive Director Cost

$92,202

Development Officer

$60,000

Social Security Tax (6.2% Salary)
Unemployment Insurance (.6% Salary for the
first 7k)

$2,790

Healthcare Insurance

$7,200

Total Development Officer Cost

$42
$70,032

Alumni Coordinator/Data Specialist
Development Officer

$40,000

Social Security Tax (6.2% Salary)
Unemployment Insurance (.6% Salary for the
first 7k)
Healthcare Insurance

$2,790
$42
$7,200

Total Coordinator or Specialist Cost

$50,032

Appendix F: Financial Statement Assumptions- Programming
Subcategory

Total

Supplies
First aid, CPR, AED certification
Transportation
Background Checks
Site Lunch Costs
Program Liability Coverage

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan

Source
$1500 Per Site
$90 Per Site
$8,250 per site

$31.88 per intern
$4500 per site
$10,000 per site

Office Depot
Onlinecprcertification.net
Hammond Transporation (Current Provider)
IntelligentInvestigations.com
Liberty's Kitchen (Current Provider)
Sadler Sports.Com
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Appendix G: Financial Statement Assumptions- Marketing and Development
Subcategory

Total

Printing and Copying

Source
$200 Per Site

Kinkos (Flyers/Signs) and MOO (Business Cards)

T-shirts

$150 Per Site

Froi's Custom Screen-printing

Travel, New Site Development

$20,000 at scale

Southwest ($300 Flight, $200 Accommodations, 40 Trips)

Appendix H: Financial Statement Assumptions- Headquarters
Subcategory

Total

Executive Team Cell Phones

Source
$6,000

Rent (Incl. Internet, Utilities, Furniture)*

Verizon

$28,840

St. Charles Avenue- COMP

Other Assumptions
Avg. Sq. Ft. Per Employee

250

#Employees

Loopnet.com

5

Total Square Feet Required

1250

Rental Rate

$1.38 /SF/Month

Total Square Feet Rented

St. Charles Avenue- COMP

1500 SQFT

Appendix I: Financial Statement Assumptions- In Kind
Subcategory

Total

Source

Building Website

400

Web Developer, Pierre-Guy Douyon

Annual Website Maintenance (Server, Domain)

550

Web Developer, Pierre-Guy Douyon

Program Location Space

5000

New Orleans College Prep- Crocker Elementary

Appendix J: Financial Statement Assumptions- Program Fees
Headcount
# w/FRL (70%)

Wkly Rate

Source

1400

$30.00

# w/o FRL (20%)
Scholarship
(10%)

400

$150.00

200

$-

Total enrollment

2000

Fee per Student
Boys and Girls Club
Academy of the Sacred Heart
($200/ wk)

Total Fees

$180.00

$252,000.00

$900.00

$360,000.00

$-

$$612,000.00

Appendix K: Financial Statement Assumptions- Supported Salary Revenue

Moxie Leadership Academy Business Plan
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Subcategory
College Intern Salary

Total
$1500
per intern

Other Assumptions
Universities provide stipends for students who
work for non-profits
Nonprofits may rely on these stipends to pay
interns

Source
Breakthrough Collaborative

Varies

Tulane (stipend earned for our intern); University of Chicago
(stipend earned for our director)

Varies

New Orleans College Prep (10 summer interns, 75% supported

Appendix L: Girls-Only Rationale
Part of our long-term vision is to increase the earning potential of our participants. When we
consider what population is most vulnerable to the wage gap, it is clear that women of color should
be our priority. As previously mentioned, women earn 77 cents to every dollar that men earn
[whitehouse.gov]. In particular, based on research from the National Women’s Law Center, AfricanAmerican women make 64% of the pay of white, non-Hispanic men, and Hispanic women make 54%
of the pay of white, non-Hispanic men. But perhaps even more so, we believe that women are the
engine to social stability. And as many women in low income communities double as mothers and
heads of households, improving their quality of life is central to improving our communities.
The last piece of rationale for our girls-specific model is programmatic. Middle school is a unique
time in a girl’s life. A girls-only environment allows us to create a safe space for her to experiment,
ask questions and be vulnerable. Moreover, high quality gender specific programming is
characterized not simply by the absence of boys, but rather by the presence of specific youth
development strategies that are gender-sensitive (Mead & Boston Women’s Fund, 2000;
Roychoudhury, Tippins, & Nichols, 1995). This suggests that girls-specific programs are not just
effective because boys aren’t allowed, but because a girls-only environment is empowering.

Appendix M: Math and Science Rationale
Recent reports suggest that women make up only 25 percent of the over 5 million scientists in the
United States, and women of color make up just 2 percent of that group (Girls Coalition of Greater
Boston, 2009). But in addition to a pressing need for more women of color in STEM, middle school
is a crucial time to address this need as most girls lose interest in STEM subjects during middle
school.
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Appendix N: Leadership Team Resumes
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